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true-false 001 012 023 014 045 056 067 078 089 100 111 122 133 144 155
good-bad 002 013 024 035 046 057 068 079 090 101 112 123 134 145 156
wise-foolish 003 014 025 036 047 058 069 080 091 102 113 124 135 146 157
kind-cruel 004 015 026 037 048 059 070 081 092 103 114 125 136 147 158
beautiful-
ugly 005 016 027 038 049 060 071 082 093 104 115 126 137 148 159
hard-soft 006 017 028 039 050 061 072 083 094 105 116 127 138 149 160
heavy-light 007 018 029 040 051 062 073 084 095 106 117 128 139 150 161
masculine-
' feminine 008 019 030 041 052 063 074 085 096 107 118 129 140 151 162
active-
passive 009 020 031 042 053 064 075 086 097 108 119 130 141 152 163
fast-slow 010 021 032 043 054 O65 076 087 098 109 120 131 142 153 164
hot-cold 011 022 033 044 055 066 077 088 099 110 121 132 143 154 165
?20
c > c


















APPENDIX A VARIABLE NAME MATRIX FOR SD














































































1 I 35 1 2
67767546755
76666555754
1 1 33 1 2
55443566655
55644555545
L 1 37 1 2
22722676644
44662664644











IX, 1 IF 1.0/
lX,llF1.0f
,0, IX,F1.0, IX,






lX f liFi.O, IX,QV
IX*, 1 IF 1.0, IX, ilFl.Ot IX, 1 IF 1.0)
45343566666
3 3525777767
1 1 32 1 2
53633554553
55544555554
1 1 35 1 2
77767446644
45656557555
1 1 30 1 1
44644444434
44645444444
1 I 30 1 2
65533554544
55564344334
1 1 43 I 2
55534555333
32646656534
1 1 34 1 2
55655554654
66665556754
1 1 28 I 2
7 7 746444734
56644446646
1 1 27 1 1
44654664644
53555434344
L 1 29 1 2
57655677645
56744674111
1 1 29 1 2
77767435656
55555545544
1 1 30 1 2
66665574644
434 34666724
1 1 28 1 2
65655667766
66^56667665
1 1 41 2 1
5 r 524564565
4^333355533














19 2 14 4
55366564755
66765556764
18 2 07 3
53455555555
55544553555
10 2 14 4
22266274764
46764444544
19 3 11 4
55356555665
5 3553666666
16 2 14 3
66565454555
55544554553
16 2 13 4
55555325664
55555547646
16 2 08 3
55445424444
64444444444
16 1 10 4
55544334555
56333555544
16 2 25 3
55555555554
62664567643
16 2 12 3
66556664665
35444566655
17 2 09 3
57746646656
56644633746
17 2 05 3
45545564764
66555342364
17 2 12 3
571562147 77
55552464546
17 2 06 3
66666566656
55555445455
17 3 07 3
44446324224
22422666626
16 2 06 3
56^55455564
52665556655
19 2 12 4
55535534765
55554566642
18 3 15 4
676564226 74
67765657774
16 2 12 4
55555555555
55465556665






































































































































































































































































































1 1 29 1 2
34335666656
55336564326
1 1 34 1 -2
66 J66566666
44444444444
1 1 40 1 1
55333544444
55543555555
1 1 34 1 2
66536636334
66255556533
1 1 33 1 2
6 36 13677763
44655324224
1 1 34 1 2
54545554545
44444345444
1 i 44 1 2
65565554765
54556555655
1 1 28 1 2
55544655545
45644565535
1 1 30 1 2
45522565624
46657545244
I I 32 1 2
56636665655
555?3 C 5 5555
1 1 2 9 1 2 1
66645645444
5^ c 45 5 c c 445
l'l 32"l 2
5 55 5 5443554
66565445644
1 1 27 1 2
77 765776665
77765766644
1 1 36 1 2
55534554555
66665556555
1 1 34 1 2
45545546554
45654544334
2 2 46 1 2
47444714774
474744^4444
2 2 52 1 2
65556323333
77777131313
2 2 39 I 1
67666677762
66777164062
2 2 36 1 2
766 76677777
77673567776
2 2 46 I 2
77 774774776
47565334745
2 2 40 1 2
77777767762
67676667762
2 2 40 1 2
77776677777
77777777777
2 2 29 1 2
44+44464444
44464444444





16 2 06 3
56565544264
66664646665
16 2 12 4
66666554556
55555555555
18 2 16 4
56565445444
55644555455
16 2 12 4
55355313255
66655557533
17 2 17 3
77775757777
767b4625654
16 2 12 4
55555334555
44444444444
15 1 26 4
65565554767
56655564756
16 2 05 3
67666444766
66644555646




3 5 35536 566 4
56633565655
6 2 06 3
56545544644
55554555554
16 2 11 3
55445344444
55556545554
19 2 06 3
662663242 44
66623656264
16 2 18 4
54366632326
55644556554
16 2 11 4
46645555655
4564454554
19 3 18 4
47744474774
47774174721
19 1 31 4
23222625325
32323555355
19 2 18 3
46666234644
35455547364
12 1 18 3
55564467656
77775567775
19 1 29 4
47745764771
67767244776
18 3 15 4
67677667662
66567677662
19 1 19 4
76677677777
77777777777
19 3 01 2
44444442444
44474444444
19 1 18 4
77776244752
76666777777

























































































































































































































































































































































































































2 2 36 i 2
55535655334
44555545444
2 2 49 1 2
6*65566 7666
66255527*34
2 2 39 1 2
77646447774
77777747744
2 2 3 3 1 2
54665357564
65665356563
2 2 35 1 2
77756755773
77775775771
2 2 38 1 1
66656765644
77066244642
2 2 29 2 2
45 /*44444554
4o'j65244544
2 2 41 I 2
57653565543
57774446642
2 2 43 1 2
77777777771
77777777771
2 2 43 1 2
55554345555
74474444444
2 2 50 1 2
77777774774
77777774735
2 2 28 1 2
47677674766
66666455666
2 2 26 I I
77665377722
67 764237722





13 1 16 2
66666444644
77665345662
13 1 21 2
76676257665
67776657565
19 3 12 3
7 7 77714 4 744
77777714771
12 1 20 4
744444 74447
64666047444
18 3 03 3
56746314742
46575534763
19 3 17 4
56775325752
53353767555
18 3 10 3
777474 17774
5555444 7446
19 3 12 4
56555534663
55555555333
19 3 12 3
77777267762
77776557765
I c; 3 02 3
77777711741
67 745554631
19 3 17 3
66656234663
45354535334
19 3 25 4
56556337555
55556647456
19 3 13 3
77 777447774
77777447774
14 1 19 3
56566237654
56666266565
13 4 11 4
7775775577L
77777555773
19 1 15 4
46556444764
55545757666
16 2 02 3
45545444655
65644444564
13 3 16 3
67766455762
67765565662





11 1 20 2
77777454774
77777774775
04 1 03 1
64466666766
66666625666
18 1 C3 1
77756767771
77764177671




















































































































































































































































































0051 2 2 22 L 1 14 1 02 1 45776644763 77777L44774 77777144774 77765344774
0052 77775544774 777771.44774 77776LL4573 77776344774 77777344773 77757547774
3053 6777624477+ 77756345773 77776144774 77765245774 77777444774
0061 2 2 32 L 2 18 L 17 2 66666277737 76776727766 77767177671 77777167666
62 77662177777 77627117711 24562354666 66666356266 46255626355 71717777717
0063 77667266667 71711677727 76562457114 77777167176 62777266276
0071 2 2 22 1 2 12 1 14 1 44444457444 44444447454 55343447454 64444457444
072 24464467444 34444447444 44667441443 55465447554 45557114442 77545567655
)073 +4444444444 66665447664 44664547454 66554445454 66666444364
0031 2 2 21 1 1 12 1 02 1 56566554655 66656244665 56666254665 66665244655
0082 65666244665 56555324546 57565324556 67766244555 6656523+55+ 56665554655
0033 65563334334 66775434665 56665554655 66666254554 66666244654
0091 2 2 29 1 2 12 1 05 1 46444244743 47744244774 37757425763 77774777772
)092 6776+6+776+ 77755744774 67664222322 66666225662 47+44+3422+ 77754777754
0093 66764444212 56665666664 65654244553 56554344655 46446444444
0101 2 2 34 1 2 10 1 10 1 44474444444 46444447643 45675447644 44476444542
0102 407+644654 46676444642 46666444644 46676444254 466666444442 47446444644
J103 464664+46+4 44664+44644 46465444544 46676444664 46666444644
0111 2 2 24 1 1 10 1 02 1 67665664666 66666564666 67676662666 66555664665
0112 67677674766 66666664677 67666534551 67766665776 67665334622 66665676776
0113 56565364332 67665665662 66565667672 66666666663 66666754662
0121 2 2 32 1 1 11 1 04 1 66666155653 66665556663 46555426653 56575235553
0122 4^566466553 55566355555 56556246544 44444455643 55554535554 66646256554
0123 66666235564 25664456426 46444346554 55644445544 66666346664
0131 2 2 32 1 2 10 1 11 1 77777244771 77777114771 77776234771 77776274722
0132 77776264772 67766254762 66666224662 77775734755 67664334552 77776134731
0133 7577512+323 77775276762 77776224672 77766124762 62666234563
0141 2 2 45 1 2 08 1 20 1 45454457444 45444447543 44475+47454 44475447544
0142 4457544744+ 45455444444 45477441543 44475444541 44477444544 45564445444
0143 45564446454 77775447774 47574444654 44574446544 44557447744
0151 2 2 37 1 2 10 1 16 2 77777117774 77777717771 77777777771 77777117771
0152 77777777771 77777727771 77777111111 77777777771 77777717771 77777177772
0153 77777777662 77777177771 77777177766 77777777771 77767716765
0161 2 2 23 1 1 10 1 01 1 77776167771 77776137771 66776167772 77776227661
0162 77777227^72 67745757765 67255417711 77777777771 77756157671 77745737773
0163 75574417111 77776777772 77665767777 77766757772 77766157673
0171 2 2 20 1 1 12 1 02 1 54456534653 45345366552 34216664664 64646565732
0172 666666<+5666 55545556654 42444322523 66666616566 24343433323 33723636646
0173 36666534453 64544534554 +4346665656 55466654555 67666656554
0181 2 2 33 L 2 11 1 18 2 77767132722 77757777771 17716133776 67766677765
0182 76766766766 77777725766 22767215565 77767155766 77766726766 26121767767
0133 77777167761 77777676775 77777175765 77767215765 77666335653
0191 2 2 21 2 1 13 1 02 1 76467234656 45664344452 45566455447 46443361544
0192 46565454544 55544464655 36444424455 66565354364 66655445345 57747241773
0193 4635342643 77764357676 44442644444 56654444554 44446454644
0201 2 2 25 1 2 08 1 06 1 77767445764 77747444724 57747544754 67744414654
0202 77 747444744 75757444754 57775444444 47777345754 677654446++ 546444766+4
0203 77677547744 66675447544 57576246745 47667444664 76757446644
0211 2 2 20 1 2 1C 1 C6 1 77777264776 77776654777 77176264776 77776764773
0212 77777764776 77777774771 7777611 4772 7777774771 75676224666 77777774775
0213 7777+164777 77776766766 77666374777 77777764776 77777254776
0221 2 2 32 1 1 11 1 13 1 57777247775 47757447745 47745457777 77757577773
0222 77757247775 47747447775 57776217751 77776737771 17777177611 67744417775
0223 77775+47773 44447447744 77776677775 57777347774 44757347746
0231 2 2 35 1 2 12 1 14 2 77777154774 77777264776 47777174774 44774444741
0232 777774+4774 47777474744 77777114444 77777444445 46477244244 67777446644
0233 77777114111 77777444774 77477144774 77777444744 77777144771
0241 2 2 27 1 1 16 1 07 2 66677767662 65656257662 22514557222 77666677662
0242 77667667665 76566557652 55544547553 55555557553 55555347534 66756667562
0243 67663367662 66655367653 65666257624 55563557552 67656257542
0251 2 2 27 1 ^ 15 1 03 2 55656366666 55565536553 23622653665 56555656555
0252 65665556^63 55665356555 65555352653 55455326665 55555533553 33533657335
0253 56565357553 65656356665 66565357563 65556556455 66666566563
0261 2 2 27 1 2 12 1 08 1 77765247756 76766457654 56765457754 77765557764
0262 77776457664 67766467743 77777147764 77777447744 67o66337553 77766557754
0263 77665347753 77776467774 77772167764 77766467764 77766447664
0271 2 2 23 1 1 14 1 07 2 66666447665 75576447654 65575457665 77576657665
0272 66665657665 66676447666 56666447655 66675647666 66666447646 66666467664
0273 66666467665 67666447664 56555457555 55665447554 66666447564
0281 2 2 27 1 1 13 1 08 1 66666655763 37767176771 47744712762 77774664672
0282 66657264661 66677264762 66666222422 66666677771 66676624622 77766774761
0283 £6776244552 46666466466 76666256662 75566264666 76666444663
0201 2 2 29 1 2 12 1 08 2 77776265772 77777117771 66665322662 67777267661




76777157322 67676677761 54335566336 77776667771 77766266762
PAGE 005
IEF28


































VOL SEP N0S= SFCCL1.
SYS74C79.T13 5 $47. SVC CCS JM2814.R0 CO CO 02




^VTRESU f- K lJ^ = I^ U<h .j .
SYS74C79.T135447.«V00C .SJM2-314.
VOL SEP HQS- SFCCL?.
S Y S 7 4 7 9 . T I 3 5 4 i 7 . R v C . S OM <^3 1 4
.
VOL SER NOS= SPCCL2.v.
EP /LIST / START 74079.1357
FP /LIST / STOP 74079.1357 CPU
FLY- 316 SYS HIT LINES THIS STEP
Eh /SCM2814 / START 74C79.1357
ER /SCM2814 / STOP 7 4 79.1357 CPU
FLY- 216 TOTAL LINES PR!
TERS> CORE- OK CCMPILE L









: ** PLEASE BLOCK
56K LCS OK
OMIN 00. 5 8 SEC
TED AT PRIPRITY= 8
60K GCt DISK TRKS- 120



























DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF
SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCORES
;h - v • i ^.di QM21UA PAGE
:
; , SI T I A Likimivr STATISTICS D F S E ^A NITIG DIFF E RED T I A L SG-9K I S
I
r] ,SEX,M I ;• SCHfDEGRfYRSVCtRANKi
045 I J HO/VAkll 1 TO VAR1
ST OFF, THAI OFF, ATHAIN
Al El Fl.OtlXfFl.Ot lX f F2,0f lXfFl.OtlXi
'
I
I TH YOUP INPUT f T, VAI i ARE TO BE READ AS ^OLl










F 1 . I


































































D I 04/27/74 PAGE















































































































































l F 1 , 2 £4-
F i . ('
F !• 2 36-
F l. -2~
2 :-





VAKO r.i P—U~4> 2 42- 42-
L. 43- 43




2 4 7- 47
I 1 . Q 2 48-
F 1 • 2
2 50-
WPOdj h 1 , 2- —54 .= s_





1 . I 2 5- 55
F 1 . ^>c- St
LlF1.0tlX,HF1.0/9Xf
F L . 2 58- 5ij
ujlmj F 1 . 2 59- '









i F 1. I - 65
2 6- 66
h I , 2 62= W-
VAP.O' i 1 • 2 -68
L. 2 /'- 70
,
I ;






LCS Ml IT I C 01 PI 04/27/74 PAGF




















V A fi llS
F i .



















































































































04/27/ 7 i PAGE















I I . 3 8-58
3 59-
..4« F 1 . 3 <*0= 63-
F 1. 3 61-61
3 ^Z-
I
I I i . 3 " (33-
F 1 . 3 64- e>4
L« 3 t 5z
I , 31.0 3 67- 67
v/^ies r i , o 3 &g«—&&-
i : i i.o)
VAR3 F 1 . I t 10- 10
~p-i ; ~4- 11—- 11
F 1. 4 12-12
i 1 ._0_ 4 13- 13
'AR170 1.0 14-
l 1. 4 l^- L5
VAE, 172 F 1 , 4 U*= U-
F 1 . 4 17-17
R174 F 1. 4 18- L8
'
. tT 4 t^= 1<>
J.7C 1, 4 20-11.0 4 21- 21
BLES. let WILl BE * EAD
IT HKiWIDES riK- 4 Kl-f . fV^US ('CAPOS') PEE . CASE . A MA XI MU M D F 80 ' CJLJMNS ' ARE USED 3M A RECO R D ,
VAR LAtiEl i VSTRUf FAL SE/VAR002t WQRKVSG I IDBAD/
-V.. lt ISH/VAR004tWOR\/SKIN-BC RUEL/
\/SBEAUTIFULULLY/VAR036 f HAI D UT/





i ' ) )10,^nPKVSFASrSLJW/
.
' SHCtTC II D/
VAR012 » BUS INESSVSTttJE:FAL S E/\/A*013 i BUSS ! M E SS V S 3 J D3 B A J /
'
" iriESSVSWI!>F-Fi)LLISH/VAR0 15 f PUS IM ESS M S K I NUCRUE L/
BUSINES! ILU3LY/VAR017 f BUSINESSVSHARDS0FT/
AVYL3 GHT f v ak J 1 9 , B
J
SIN E SSV S MAS^ULI Nfc F E Mi MI ME /
VAR020i SVSACTI VEPASSI VE/VAR021 , BUS I NESS VSF AST SLOW/
0W?f/7<* PAGE
L 3 /
— VAP02 3 , TRAPFVS TPUFF ALSO / VA& ^ , Tk AU EVS G O'JOB A LV
i
' H/ VA I p TRADI VSKINDCRUEL/
IGLY/VAR028 f TR/ 'SOFT/
MT / V/ ARO-W-rfM SCJLINEFEMININF/
I ,
:
I Dl VSACTIVE PASSIVE/ ?_, TP ADE VSFASTSL3W/
/
NSIBILITYVSTRUEFAI 'NS IB I L I T YV Si >AD
INSIBILITYVSWIS LISH/VAR037,RE i I 3LTY VSK I .SOCRUEL
VAR 3 o , RES "DNS IB I L IT YVSB EUT I FJL J -GL Y/ VA*039 y-^g^P-Q^S4 3 L T Y V SH A -J SOF T
I
i, SIBILITYVSHEAVYLIGHT/VAR041 , -FS PONSBLT Y VSM ASC FEM IN IN
VAR042i [E II ; 1 YV ACTIVE PAS SI Vc/ VAR0 4 3, RESONSI BLT YVSF AS TSLOW
i &f$ , • , hi n >/
r YV5TP JEFAL SF/VAR046,DUTYVSG "V
!
, [ SH/VAR L4 ltD UTYVSK LNLDCRUELZ
i , I ISLY/V It DUTYy/Shfifl FT/
VA i lUTYVSHFAVYI ' r/ VA 352 tDUTYVSMASULI N UNINt./




i V ' H.0 3, OFFI CE VSKI N DCR U EL /
LUGLY/VAR105,OFFICEVSHARDS0FT/
' H/VM 107, HFFILEVSMASCULI \JtFEMINJ
L08, Fl FVSA( -S I VE/ V AR109 f OFF I C2VSF AS TSL 3W /
I LO f Of l ICEVSHOTI LD/
VAk 111 , F F IG I ALV STRUEF AL Sfc-/ VA-Vll 2 y OFF I C I A4r¥S-G-00D3 ad/
L13 f IALV!: i^TJLISH/V API 14,DFFIC I AL VS< lMDC^UEl /
LL5,n»r FIClALVSri c AUTIFULUGLY/VARLl6,0FFICIALVSHARDS0FT/
ii ,' , -irr re imv ri i i ii 1 xii8,jffi: ial vsmas:ulinffe.ii iine/
VAR119 f 0FI [Cn I VFPASSlVF/VAR120,()F'FICIALVSFAST t -
!
v-,.< ITC0L3/
IPERI i V! rP IEFALSE/VAR123fSUPE* IORVSGOODBAD/
V. r SU T ' l/SWISEFP3LISH/VAR125,SUPERI0RVSKINDCRUEL/
VAP L^6> SiiPFR Uk V SBFA UT I F ULUSfc-Y/VAR 127 , S-UPER I "ft V 3 HARi) S(lF T/
R128, SU I IRVS -lr AVYl I GHT/ V A ? 1 <:9 f SUPE RI 'JPVSM ASCFE*I IN INE/
I
'0,SUt I V! . TT VFPASSI VE/VAR 131 , S UPFR I CRVS F AST SLH'aV
>- roi rtD7
• "-LSE/VARI +5 t SENI0RVSG0UDRAD/
L46.SI IIOR> ILI SH/VAR147.SENI0RVSKINDCRUEL/
1
I iUTIFULUGLY/VAR149 f SI I tVSHARDSOFT/
L50, VYLIGHT/VAR151 , S EN IfJRVSM ASCFE'UM I ME/
V A RlS^ t SFNIORVSAGTIVEPASSI VB-/V-A-R-i53r ' - ORVSFASTSLOW/
V \t 1*^ ," : " 0/
I 5 , UTHORI TY VSTRUEFA LSE/ VA R156 , AUTHn* ITYVS G i LV
VAP 15 S.^iriihl "YV I lOLIS-i/VAR L58 , AUT -I H~ I TY VSK I NDCRUEL/
VAR159 i AUTHOR IT YV UTI FULJGLV/ VAR 160, A JTH'JR I T YVSHAPD SOFT/
LtAUTI LV ! AVYl I GHT/ V AR 162 tAUTHORITYVS MAS FEMININE/
HORITYVSACTIVEPASSIVE/VAR H 'i . AUTHOR I TYVSF ASTSL'W
.5 r A J T i ORITYV JHOTCOLD/
GUMkUTF WM rWVAk-=VAR H-VA R002-»VA P003MAAR-OOA>*-VAR005»
I 2+V W013+VAR014+VAR015+VARO L6+
02 _ + VA R 02 4+ VA R 025 * V AR 02 6 «- V AR3 2 7 +





I LOO+V/ I '1 +VAF102+VAR1 J3 + VA,
I
I
2* VA * 1
1
3 4- V »i 3 1
1






IV L46 + VAR 147+VA L48 +
TAI ' 51 FO INI I PT ' IRK 1 /
T t AijTM )R [TV /
2 T i








3 f VAR100 TO \/AR 13'*,






FI Li ' ' I I ;




















































SUBI- I 1.1. USIhF W AT MA TNG J
04/27/7'r PAGE
V'
























i ; iv> I is -
MAXIMUM 7.000
VA! ; V S
VARIA




















F | : - 04/2 r/ r4) I AL















































-&jj. US'lf F T1 . AI ih h AT HA INCH—
YfZlt 7h PAGE 11
I




K. UKTMSIS 1 , 170 SKEWNESS
I. .299
0.12a







4-.' TD | | i 1 > . L t
5
'





( .1 1. 000
-














> - i t
I 04/27/74 PAGE 12
NTIC (CI = / ' + ) NT I A L
SUIU fl£ " US "IFF * W ATHAIMCO
VA-
: iv 121 STD DEV 1.243
VAU AhXE 1 , 50 6 KUP.TTSIS 1 . 793 SKEGNESS "1,211




MPAI 4.60 1 >TD ERRC1 1.168 STD DEV 1.633
2.6 KURTOSIS -0.711 SKEWNESS -0.210
"pAJ 6.000 MINIMUM 1.000 MAXIMUM 7.000
—
)















VAI i- SERVATI INS -
I" ;




SU(..f )[ F US r.U F ATMAINCM
04/27/74 PAGE 13
V.
V Al I AF'IE 1 , 1 Su KURTMS TS
0.111






















MINI I •+. )00 MAXIMUM 7.000
[Al LI VA<n?(
MF.

















WTIC I = 04/ i )




























































SUHF1I F US , IFF TH .WHFF ATH ,A IN GO
I



















































1 04/27/74 PAGE 16
FII I
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A VALlE OF 99.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED
NCNPAR CCRF SL SCORES CCNCLPT »MDRK 04/26/74 PAGE
FILE SEMANTIC (CREATION DATE = 04/26/74) ul FFEREN f I AL













































































































































































































































































































A VALUE OF 9S.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED
NCNPAR CCRF SC SCCKtS CCiMCfcPT 'wlVK' 04/26/74 PAGE 10
FILE SEMANTIC (CREATICN LATE = 04/2o/74) DIFFERENTIAL














































































































































































































































































































A VALUE OF 99.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPLTEO
NONPAR CCRF SC SCORES CLUCEPT 'WORK 1 04/26/74 PAGE il
FILE SF^A^TIC (CREATION LATE = 04/26/74) DIFFERENTIAL












































































































































































































































































































A VALUE OF 99.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE CUMPUTEC
NCNPAP CCRP SC SCCRES C C N C £ P T 'WCRK 04/26/ 74 PAGE 12
FILF SEMANTIC (CREATION LATE = 04/26/74) DIFFERENTIAL
SUBFILE USJFF ThAlOFF ATHAINCU
SPEARMAN CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS











































































































































































































































































































A VALUE OF 99.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANN01 BE COMPUTED
NCNPAR CuRR SC SCORES CJCWCEP1 !.MQRK.! 04/26/74 PAGE 13
FILt SEMANTIC ICREATICN LATl = 04/26/74)






































































































































































































































































































A VALUt OF 99.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED
NCfsPAR CCRR SC SCORES CINCtPT LhLORK 04/26/ 74 PAGE 14
FILL SEMANTIC (CREATION LATE = 04/20/74) DIFFERENTIAL
SUBFILE USUFF TFAluFF ATHAFNCO
VARI AKLE
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A VALUE OF 9S.000O IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT EE COMPUTED
r—
NCKPAP CCRR SC SjCHRBS C£N£-EJ>I !.W£ 04/26/ 74 PAGE 16
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SIG .145
VAR001 0.4552 VAR001 0.2371 VAR001 0.0896
WITH N( 35) WITH N( 35) WITH N( 35)















































































































































A VALLE OF 99.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED
NOPAR CCRR SC SCORES CCNCfcPT 'WORK 04/20/74 PAGE 17






























































































































































































































































































































A VALUE UF 99.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED
KCfsPAK CCRP SC SCORES CLNCEPT »-WORKJ 04/26/74 PAGE 18
















































































































































































































































































































A VALUE OF 99.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE CGMPUTEC
NCNPAR CCPP SC SCC^hS CCNCLPT 'wORK' 04/26/ 74 PAGE 19














































































































































































































































































































A VALUE OF 99.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT 8E COMPUTED
NCNPAR CCPR SC SLflRES CCNCtPT »WURK 04/26/74 PAGE 20


















































































































































































































































































































A VALLE OF 99.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED
NCNPAP CCRP S.£ SCORES C.CNC.EM 'WORK 04/26/74 PAGE 21



















































































































































































































































































































A V4LLL UF 99.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED
NCNPAh CCPP SL SCORES C£AICJ£J?J 'MURXJ 04/26/14 PAGE 22
FILE SEMANTIC (CREATION LATE = U4/26//4) DIFFERENTIAL
SUBFILE USOFt-
SPEARMAN CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
VARIABLE VARIABLE VARIABLE VARIABLE VARIABLE VARIABLE
PAIR PAIs PAIR PAIR PAIR PAIR
VAR0j>3 0.2725 VAR038 0.^849 VAR045 0.69o0 VAR045 0.5256 VAR045 0.4166 VAR045 0.5820
Vil TH N( 35) WITH N( 35) rllTH N( 35) WITH N( 35) WITH N( 35) WITH N( 35)
VAR048 SIG .057 VAR049 SIG .001 V4R046 SIG .001 VAR047 SIG .001 VAR048 SIG .006 VAR049 SIG .001
VAR0<t6 0.4d00 VAR046 0.5173 VAR046 0.7476 VAR04 1 0.3923 VARC47 0.4977 VAR046 0.6076
WITH N( 35) WITH N < 35) WITH N( 35) WITH N( 35) WITH N( 35) WITH N( 35
1
VAR047 ilb .002 VAR048 rfc-G .001 VAR049 SIG .001 VAR048 SIG .010 VAR049 SIG ,001 VAR049 SIG .001
A VALUE UF 99..0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED.
*3
NCNPAP CCPP SL SCURES CCNCLPT •*GKK f 04/26/74 PAGE 25
























































































































































































































































































































A VALUE OF 99.0000 IS PRINTEU IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED
NCNPAK CCPK bC SCARES CCNLEPT 'wCKK 04/26/74 PAGE 24
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A VALUE OF 99.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED
NCNPAR CCRF SC SCC D ES CiNCEPT f WCRK' 04/26/74 PAGE 25










































































































































































































































































































A VALUE OF 99.0U00 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED
NCfvPAP CCRF SL SJCJCRES CCKLfcPT 'WORK* 04/26/74 PAGE 26





















































































































































































































































































































A VALLE OF 99.0000 IS PRINTED IF A CGEFFICIE(\T CANNOT BE COMPUTED
NCNPAh CCKP Sl SCORES CCNCEPT 'WORK' 04/26/ 74 PAGE 27
















































































































































































































































































































A VALUE OF 99.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED
NCNPAR CCRR SL SCCRES CCNCEPT •WCRK' 04/26/74 PAGE 23















































































































































VAR034 0.5264 VAR034 0.6680 VAR034
WITH N( 30) WITH N( 30) WITH




























































































































































A VALLE OF 99..0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED
NCNPAP CCRR SC SCORES LLllClPT •rfCRK' 04/26/74 PAG£ 29

































































































A VALUE OF 99.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED
NCNPAR CCP-H SL SCCRES CCNLLPT f WCRK 04/26/74 PAGE 30















































































































































































































































































































A VALLE OF 99.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED
KCrsPAR CDM SI SCCRES CLHLEB1 "WI1RK 1 04/26/74 PAGE 31
FILF SEMANTIC (CREATICN LATE = 04/26/74) DIFFERENTIAL
SUBFILE ATHAINCG
SPEARMAN CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
VARIABLE VAPiAELE VARIABLE VARIABLE VARIABLE VARIABLE
PAIR PAIR PAIR PAIR PAIR PAIR
VAP003 0.4846 VAR003 0.7903 VaR0u3 0.7543 VAR003 0.8035 VARC03 0.5981 VAR003 0.7367
V>ITH M 29) WITF N< 29) WllH N( 29) WITH N( 29) WITH N( 29) WITH N( 29
1
VAR005 SIG .004 VAP012 SIG .001 VAR013 SIG .001 VAR014 SIG .001 VAR015 SIG .001 VAR016 SIG .001
VAR0U3 0.4315 VARG03 0.6174 VAR003 0.6150 VAR003 0.2956 VAR003 U.2979 VAR003 0.5154
WITH N( 29) WITF N( 29) WITH N( 29) WITH N( 29) WITH N( 29) WITH N( 29)
VAP023 SIG .010 VAP024 SIG .001 VAR025 SIG .001 VAR026 SIG .060 VAR027 SIG .058 VAR034 SIG .002
VAR003 0.6723 VARC03 0.6135 VAR003 0.2659 VAR003 0.3410 VAR003 0.8491 VAR003 0.6191
WITH N( 29) WITH Ni 29) /HTH N( 29) WITH N( 29) WITH N( 29) WITH IMC 29)
VAR035 Sib .001 VAR036 SIG .001 VAROif SIG .082 VAR038 SIG .035 VAR045 SIG .001 VAR046 SIG .001
VAROO:> 0.7035 VAR003 J. 3678 VAROO^ 0.4313 VAR004 0.4369 VAR004 0.5430 VAR004 0.6029
WITH Nl 29) WITH Nl 29) WITH Nl 29) WITH N( 29) WITH N< 29) WITH N( 29)
VAR047 SIG .001 VARC48 SIG .025 VARC49 SIG .010 VAR005 SIG .009 VAR012 SIG .001 VAR013 SIG .001
VAR004 0.5323 VARCO'i 0.5079 VAR004 0.5310 VAR004 0.4610 VAR004 0.3860 VAR004 0.3708
WITH N( 29) WITF N( 29) WITH N( 29) WITH N( 29) WITh N( 29) WITH N( 29)
VAR014 SIG .001 VAR015 SIG .001 VAR016 SIG .002 VAR023 SIG .006 VAR024 SIG .019 VAR025 SIG .024
VAROO^ 0.5223 VARC04 0.2240 VAR004 0.3754 VAR004 0.4394 VAR004 0.4922 VAR004 0.3892
*ITH m 29) WITF N( 29) WITH N( 29) WITH N( 29) WITH N( 29) WITH N( 29)
VAR026 SIG .0U2 VAR027 SIG .121 VAR034 SIG .022 VAR035 SIG .009 VAR036 SIG .003 VAR037 SIG .018
VAR004 0.4590 VAR0U-'» 0.6138 VAR004 0.61c*9 VAR004 0.5997 VAR004 0.3217 VAR004 0.5195
WITH N( 29) WITF .H 29) WITH N( 29) WITH N( 29) WITH N{ 29) WITH N( 29)
VAR038 SIG .006 VARG<*5 SIC .001 VAF046 SIG .001 VAR047 SIG .001 VAR048 SIG .044 VAR049 SIG .002
VAR005 0.3449 VAKCOb 0.3393 VAR005 0.3867 VAR005 0.2982 VAR005 0.6396 VAR0C5 0.0429
WITH N( 29) ,<JTh M 29) WITH N( 29) WITH N< 29) WITH N( 29) WITH N( 29)
VAR012 SIo .033 VAR013 SIG .036 VAR014 SIG .019 VAR015 SIG .058 VAR016 SIG .001 VAR023 SIG .413
A VALUE OF 99.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED
NCNPAR CCRR SC SCCRES CCNCEPT 'WORK' 04/26/74 PAGE 32
















































































































































































































































































































A VALUE OF 99.0000 IS PRINTEO IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED
IMCNPAW CCRR SC SCCRizS CONCEPT >UQ&&J 04/26/74 PAGE 33



































































































































































































































































































































A VALUE OF 99.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED
NCNPAR CCRP SL SCCRES CChChPT 'WORK' 04/26/74 PAGE 34















































































































































































































































































































A VALLE UF 99.0000 IS PRINTtO IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED
NCNPAR CCRR SU SCORES CCN.CEPJ 'v^lRK 04/26/ 74 PAGE 35


















































































































































































































































































































A vALlit OF 99..0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE CGMPGTEC
NCNPAR CCRR SC SCCRLo CCNCLPT •wGRK i 04/26/74 PAGE 36
FILE SEMANTIC (CREATION GATE = 04/26/74) DIFFERENTIAL
SUBFILE ATHAINCO
SPEARMAN CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
VARIABLE VARIABLE VARIABLE VARIABLE VARIABLE VARIABLE
PAIH PAIiV PAIR PAIR PAIR PAIR
VAR036 0.2138 VAR038 0,2282 VAR04t> 0.7127 VAR045 0.6740 VARQ45 0.2363 VAR045 0.4233
WITH N( 29) WITH N( 29) WITH N( 29) WITH N( 29) WITH N( 29) WITH NC 29)
VAR048 SIG .133 VARC<*9 SIG .117 VAR046 SIG .001 VAR047 SIG .001 VAR048 SIG .106 VAR049 SIG .011
VAF046 0.6572 VAR046 0.4094 VAR046 0.4461 VAR047 0.2660 VAR047 0.4129 VAR046 0.2783
WITH I\( 29) WITH N( 29) WITH Hi 29) WITH N( 29) WITH N( 29) WITH N( 29)
VAP0<t7 SIG .001 VAR048 SIo .014 VAR049 SIG .008 VAR046 SIG .082 VAR049 SIG .013 VAR049 SIG .072
A VALIE Q* 99.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED.
H
NCNPAR CCRP SL SCCRES CCNCEP1 •rfORK 1 04/26/74 PAGE 37




FOR SD SCORES OF CONCEPT "AUTHORITY'
TV 04/26/74 PAGE
Fllb SEMANTIC (CPEATJ = 04/26/74) FFERENTIAL
SUBFI LE U: U 1= T HAI "I FF ATHAINGO
VAR I A
PA !














S U . .
VAF ;



























































































































































































































































































A VALUE i '9.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED.
J
[JiiQj LEYJL 04/26/74 PAGE
FILI [C (CRI A1 1 I DAT! - 04/26/74)
























SIG . 00 1
V VI >2
WITH
-VAfr 1 2 4




WITH N( 94) WITH
VARU3 SIG .001 VAR114
VAR102 0.3714 v/AP.102
WITH N( 94) WITH




































































































































































































































































' m ! 04/26/74 PAGE 10
FILI Sf f/26/74) PIFFFjRENT
































:j( 94) WITH N< 94)

























































































































































VARili 0.5L VARili 0.52' VARili 0.5319 VAR112 0.6029 VAR112 0.6529 VAR112 0.4733
WITH M( 94) 11 94) 'M T H i( 94) wITII N|( 94) WITH N( 94) WITH N< 94)














































































/S VALUE Of 99.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED.
F ! ; \IZbl f4)
04/26/74




PI A K M A M ( )RRELATION
M t E
COEFFICIENTS







VARll? 0.4687 VAR112 0.5L17 VAR112 0.66*9 VARLL3 0.5385 VARU3 0.4471 VARL13 0.3583
WI1 r|( 94) WITH 94) [TH Ml 94) WITH N( 94) WITH N( 94) WITH N( 94)
VAR15-7 STG .001 h . »M VAR159 SK . >M VA'U14 SIG .00 L VARL15 SIG .001 VAR122 SIG .001
VAf 1 I 0.35' V-* I
WITH M( ) W i




















































































































































































































V <\ R 1 1 5
WITH




VAR115 0.4380 VAR115 0.3376 VAR115 0.3401
WITH M( 94) WITH N( 94) WITH N( 94)
VAR148 SIG .001 VAR155 SIG .001 VAR156 SIG .001
10'
-




SUB F ILE US H FC.
n
THAI Q F E
; NTIAL
V U VAI
E A R M i I C ) R R E L A T I 3 NJ
VARIABLE
PAR


















































































































































0.38f > VAP I 23

































































































































'ALU IF J9.0000 T r - PPINTEf) IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED.
10-
CI





=04 /2 b/ T t )
T H A 1 1 J F F ATHAINCH—





N C R R E L A T I J M
[ A I L r-








V/U125 I. <703 ).3776 L25 0.373U VAR125 0.45/) VAR125 0.5024 VAP 126 0.3874
TH M( v) WI1 M( [TH M( 94) WITH M( 94) WITH M( 94) WITH N( 94)













SI G . 001 -
VAF L26
WITH






































. £, 5 L 2
N ( 94 )


























































































































































































A VALUF OF 99.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED,
I TV
F-I SE 1ANTIC I \110N - 04/26 /74)





A P CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
'
I ARLF















































































I T Y 04/26/74 PAGE 16
























































N ( 3 5)




























































































































































V A R 1 1





















































































A VALUE Dl '.0000 IS PRIMTfL) IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED,
- 8
M SJ LALLLI G UX1 04/26/74 PAGF 17
FILE SFMAMTIC I riQN DA >/26/74)




































































N ( 3 5)















































































































































































w ? r , i
VAR15£
M(


























































'ALUE )F ^9.0000 IS PRINTED IF A CHFFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED.
*
NDNP | ! ' iJD ! U »T 'AU I 04/26/74 PAGE 18
Fll SEMANTIC I 14/ >/ '4)
SUBE H E ys-of^
DI Fl ERI IT I
VAR] ABLE
ELAU
S P E ^ ! A N
1
CORRELATION

























































S I G . 001-
VAR 10 4























































































































M { 3 5)
SIG .488
































































I j ! T | J
































V ' R 1 1 2
W ITH
[46



























; VALUI DP '*9.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COFFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED,
2 —
I
I ID ! U i 04/26/74 PAGE L9
F I
I
MTIC ( A I ' '/c'a /74)
SU ftCU E USO EC
0! Fl RENTIAL
V ! L E
PAT'-



































































































































































































































































































VALUE OF 99.UJJU lb PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANN.TT BE COMPUTED
r*-
L LAJJ I t y 04/26/74 PAGF 20






S P E \ \ N JRRELATION COEFFICIENTS
VAP IAbL E
I B






















































































































. 1 • + >
N(
SIG .2 76
-VA R 12 3
rH
»
. L • -w
I







































































































































































A VALUE Of >9.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED.
4
r.nRR sn S 'THQRJ 1X1 04/26/74 PAGE 21
F! 1 SEMANTIC I CI N 04/26/74)

















































-S IG . 16 4
12e
IN






































































































VAR145 Q.17 VU145 0.10 V^145 0.3571 VAR145 0.6653 VAR145 0.4584
rH N< 3 [TH M( 35) WITH M( 35) WITH N( 35) WITH N( 35)







VAR145 3.; VAR146 0.4488 VAP146 0.5062 VAR146 0.2959 VAR 146 0.6197
WITH \T{ TH l( 35) WITH M( 35) WITH M( 35) WITH N( 35)








































































A V; LUE OF 99.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED,
o
T TY • 04/26/74 PAGF 22
FII |TII (CREATK I = 04/26/74) DIFFERENTIAL




S P IAN CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
VAR] '' LE [ABLE VARIABLE VARIABLE VARIABLE
BALI PA£R PAIR PAIR PAIR
VAR148 0.2414 VARI48 -0.0582 VAR155 0.3212 VAR155 0.3781 VAR155 0.3343 VAR155 0.4209
VsITf! ri( 5) WITH N( ^'ITH U 35) WITH N( 35) WITH M( 35) WITH N( 35)
V A R15; crTG .U*U SIC .. VAV- t*6 SIS . 030 VAR157 SIG .013 VARl5b SIG .025 VAR159 SIG .006
VAR15* ).611 R156 1.3642 VARL56 0.5412 VAKL57 0.4118 VAR157 0.3500 VAR158 0.3963
WITH N( 35) TH r:( 5) TH M{ 35) WITH M( 35) WITH Ml 35) WITH N( 35)
-VAM57 SIG . 44 VAR15 8 SIG . 016 V AR15 9 SIG . 001 */AR158 SIG . 007 VAR159 SIG .020 VAP 159 SIG .009




• LDL 04/26/ 74 PAGE 23
FIi SEMANTIC (CREATION DATF = 04/26/74)
SU B EI IE WA4-W-P
DIFFf RENTIAL
VARIABLE









VAR10I 0.75. VAR] 1.7042 VARIOO
WI 30) [TH 30) WITH




































































































































































































































































VALUE II ! .0000 T S PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED
10'
04/26/74 PAGE 24
hit! SEMANTIC (CREATION DATI = 04/26/74)
SUB P It F THA10EE
DIFFEF 5-NTI AL
V/ LE









































































































































































































































































































A VALU! flF 100 TS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED.
"
I
'" ; ' 04/26/74 PAGE 25
[ I LF ITIC = 04/26/ /4)
SUBFILE —THAIOFE
DIFFERENTIAL
VAR I At If







































































-tT. VA R 111
WITH N( 3 0) WITH















































































































































































































A VALU II '9. 1000 IS PRINTED IF A CHFFFICIENT CANNOT QE COMPUTED,
*
1 Y ! 04/26/7* PAGE 26
FII SEMANTIC (CREATION = 04/26/74) DI FFeRf Nn AL
-SUKFI LG THA KUF
VAP i
PAir











VA : 0.1998 VA'^112 0*3672 VAP. 112 0.7? VAP 113
FH M( 30 ) WITH it 0) [TH Hi O WITH
















R113 I . 34 >1 0.3511 VAKL13
WI N( \0) WI T .I 30) [TH





































































































































































































































/ALUE Dl 0.0000 IS PF INTEL) IF A CUE FF 13 IE NT CANM3T BE COMPUTED.
U i ! '
! LIYJ 04/26/74 PAGE 27




































































N ( 3 0)












































































































































































































\ VALUE OF 99.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED
O
CORI ' : IE 111 ! 04/26/74 PAGE 28
Fl! M ANTIC (I = 04/26/ f 4
J
SUBF ILE— - THAI OFF
D I F I El Ml
1












































































il( i) [TH N{ 30)
Sib . LL9 V ! ' LQ .nQi_
126
WITH


































.). [,.'., i ^/A* 144
M( 30) WITH

























3.5955 'AR145 0.7160 VAR145 0.2410 VAR145 0.1838 VAR145 -0.0571
U 0) IITH N( )) WITH N( 30) WITH N( 30) WITH N( 30)
































































































N ( 3 0)
SIG .380
10'
>' VALUL .0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED,
T 'A" 04/26/74 PAGE 2 9
| E i
T IC r = / r*)












































V A ft 13
7
0. 1





























it) i Ptn-NTE-D IF A COEFF i: IF NT CANNOT BE COMPUTED,
10'
04/26/74 PAGE 30






A R M A I CORRELATIO N COEFFICIENTS
VARI ABLE
PALB































































































































































































































































































J9.0OU0 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED,
J
ML'! Ill 04/26/74 PAGE 31
FI Li NTIC I HON /2£/74)
suwfh r at e
t ERENT !AL
I
E A P CORRELATIO N
VA I [ABLE VARIABLE









































SIG . -V A R 123
).2295
li
-S4G . l l o
L02
W (TH




































































VI I T H
VAR104












































N ( 29 )
SIG .008







































































































9.0000 IS PRINTED IF A CHEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED,
rt
u 04/2^/74 PAGE 32
FILE :M ANTIC (CI [HN DAI = J4/2<>/7 4)
-S-U BFI LF ATH A TNCO
iTI AL
VAR1 ABLE







































SI G . Oil
VAR L 14
WI I









































































































































Ni 91 M ,"-)
































































































N ( 29 )
SIG .013
- 8










VAP 1 iBl E
PAIf
S PEAR 1 A !
J


















































V A R 12 4
0.2893








































































































































































































V A R 1 i 5
0.3542 VAR115 0.-+511 VAR115
N( 23A TH 29) WITH




















N ( 2 9)
SIG .079
10'
A VAI )9.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANN!)T BE COMPUTED,
ft
LD ! 04/26/74 PAGE 34
FII 14/26/74)
>iU< 14-i ATM A IMC Q
I I! NTI AL











VAKI15 0.5070 VAR11! J.4175 VA^115 0.42 >, VAR122 0.t996 VAR122 0.8289 VARI22 0.3907
Wis M( 29 rH 9) Wl N< 29) WITH N( 29) WITH M( 29) WITH N( 29)
MH SI'. . v> - !, L^ SI.. .'Jll VAR 123 SIG .001 VAR124 SIG .001 VAR125 SIG .018
.2272
WITH M( 29) WITH
VAkU6 SIG . 1 IS VAR 144
.6444
M 29)


























































VARI,? 3 . 6021 VAR 12 3 4:) .4 I 25 VAP 123 Q . 54^
WI " -|( 29 j WI J' Z ( . ) WITH N( 29)






















































I S IG .001
VAP 148












. 6 7 ) 1
Hi
SIG .00 1
U24 0.30 0. \'t ' R124














































VAR12 5 0.4149 VAR12L>











v/ S IG .0 )6 v; [G .033 -145 SIG .013 VAR 146 SIG .005 VAR147 SIG .030 VAR148 SIG .024
A VALUE OF 99.0000 IS PRINTLD IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED.
I u HI



































































































































































































N ( 2 9 )
SIG .001
V£R 146




















































































/, VAI II 99.0000 t ; PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANN3T BE COMPUTED,
ft
N0N1 £ U V ! 04/26/74 PAGE 36
FT SEMANTIC I = 04/26/74) DIFFi L
SUftF-T Lf ATHATNC ' l^,
SI R M A N l M F R L L A T I N C U E F F I C I E N T S
VARIABLE I Bl IE VARIABLE VARIABLE VARIABLE
PA 1
1
PAIf °AP PAP PAIR
VARI >.459 0.5914 155 '.7L92 VAR155 0.7064 VAR155 0,5614 VARL55 0.3620
dITH N( 9) WITH 29) [TH M( 29) WITH M( 29) WITH N( 29) WITH N( 29)
S?i- rO VA:l S! G .00 L VAR157 SIG .031 VAR158 SIG .001 VAR159 SIG .027
0. V/ 0.3635 VAR15< u. 1707 VAR157 0.5061 VAR157 0.6619 VAR158 0.3433
WP 29) rH i'( 29) :TH N< 29) WITH N( 29) WITH N( 29) WITH N( 29)
VAK157 SIG .003 V-AU4 ' SIG . 026 VARI59 SIG . U-&- -VA*4r5^- SIG .003 VAR159 SIG .001 VAR159 SIG .034
'. 000 [~S M tttTW IF A COEFFICIENT CANNUT BE COMPUTED.
12 -
'I IMP , 04/26/74 PAGE 37




FACTOR ANALYSIS OF CONCEPT •"WORK"
1F I
I






















iV Gl I ID iAn
pntti
[ N E S S V S K ] I E
I
1 :
i i U 'LUGLY
I T
GHT



















! I I I
t\ 'ASSIVE
r
TT \d \j i i n ii
INSIBI I I TYVS1






P INS3 3L7 YVSHARDS IFTV A )40 f RESPONS IB IL
i tvsma nrn re fR042TRi ! ib
10'
rt
I [1 MAN r [C ' I - 04/26/ 74) DIFFERENTIAL
04/26/74 PAGE
UV [AB1




















£M 04/26/74 PAGE 24
FII 5" > / 6/74)
sum; 1 1
t
usnfi E thaimff at main *
DII ITIAL
i
EACTW FAC TOk FACTHR
V/
V





























































0. 6 Ib't '







































0. 62 '. 7/
I. i































1 1 . * /
1









-0. 36 ! 7 >























JEAJ ] r WQRl 04/26/74 PAGE 25
F I LF NTIC (( ' 14/26/ f4) DIFFER* MTIAL
fc SUBF 1L (i USJFP T iV . lUFF AThAI NC —
1 -TGI FACTO I
VAR043 . 3 191 I. I J. lo ) )7
V+4 . 25 m 5 J . 55o20 . LQ373
VAR045 0. ^2 - ). < 0.22294
VAh 04 0. I -0.06 703 0. L5
VAR04 r . •'• i 0. I4b70
VARO ).52] -0.28406 0.26 72i
VAI ). L31 -0.
VAROM :. I . ill >. 10936
VAR05? 0.07L8-7 -0 , 095 4 7 . 76023
VAP05 3 ' . h 1.07217 0.163 )5
VA^ 054 1.00574 ).24
=OT0 0.519 36 0. 12135
Tft ANS F H P. :x 1 A T I N MAT ft I X
-p-AI
-i: PArCr H ~2 PACT -\
FAC ! 1 '. =0. _:> • ). 18
I
t ;,, 2 -0.27 I 7u -0.9! 0*702 r~4"5
1 - ). 1' »0( ). >7719 0.98258
C0EFFICIEN1 : 1 IDI TERMINATE
;j
E | | i 04/26/ f4 PAGE 26
F I L F TIC






















< * * * .- i * 4c t * *
92532 45
4238 5 4647







































































































































A TH A INCH
differ [t I












































































































































04/26/ 74 PAGE 23


























































































































































1 04/26/74 PAGE 29
FACT' > BYT I
F IN
APPENDIX F
FACTOR ANALYSIS OF CONCEPT "AUTHORITY*
I"v 04/26/74 PAGE
F ] LI NT] I = * ' « ) tAL
L. VBI L [! i
I | ES. . LABELS. .
00
Vu
VAR 1 Ox O FF ICrVLWISfFODL ISH
VAR] -)3 II F I I IDCI >EI
04 OFFIl ITIFULUGLY




VAfellO OF F I C ' TCOL D
ill I
VAR L12
vr.f ! I H
'iF r IC 1 r L
LL5 fl FULUGL Y
(





V \ SUP I i
' IE] U " " ' UU •'>>_
VAR] f I I
DC RU 1
VAKli^fc SU 1 UVS -1FAUTI FULUG-L^-
SUI ' i T
SUPI I ! IGHT









SlNI . )RVS( , unDbAU-
VAf- i <i< D 'LISH
VA Rl 4 7 - L
V/,< -
I h > ' I :i'.LY







FII I II r < [l = 04/26/74)
CU/20/ 74 PAGE
L)I FFERENTIAL






























i ILl SI IC











































































































>. 5 I )14












































































I .< ( 540
). >434£
04/26/ 74 PAGF 24
vsis nr- coi u 04/26/74 PAGE 25
FI LF IAI 1 T , (CI EA1 [ON = 04/26/ f4 ) R EN1

















^. \ fO /

















































F HC1 'W SCORE COEFFK [NDE7 IATE
io-
3
'LVSI ; I 04/26/74 PAGE 26
M U T I C
SUBFIL E !JS IF F


























































































































































FII - 04/26/ 7 4) DII I R ENTIAL











































































































































































































































































































_£AJ I 04/26/74 PAGE 29
54584 BYTES SPACE
APPENDIX G
DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION ANALYSIS OF
CONCEPT "WORK"
• 04/27/ 74 PAGE
LE SEMAN1 h/27/ 74) IT] '
SUi
F I
| | [NCI IN
L VALUES:
L 1 1 1 1 I ] L 1 1 1 1 L I 1
VARi
I I E VTL FOR DELETI
L 1 1 1 1 1 1 1











































ES INCLU TO I
DEGREES IF FR I
048 29.1931




1 1 1 i\
2..'
N V^:













IF FRt D "I






































. 142 4.68335 7
I ) !
: 04/27/74 PAGE
I ! IB E R
: V/AJ
VAR] - 8LES IN i









AP i 15.71 •
F R I X - D E S OF F ) I I
1 !
I L.3525
F S TO ER
0.6130





,: * i k* *4 *****»<*ir*:** Av.t*«|*t*****t*********$***$#



































i.J ' i : 64 2. 751 Jj 1
STEP NUMBER
VARIAiiLb EJ^P
INCLUDED AN »S 1 IVE
1 2
********* * **«• ***************************
fr.7824 VAI >27 4 . 6< ' VAR048

















































, j j j |









0.5662 V/V^n + 9 0.0216
2 91
178 .00














F'S T : ENTER
2 87
0. 1339 VARO 0. );<62


































F f [ X -
VARI
1.00 2.00
.7324 I 12. ro
\. 00 18.959671 3.670613
:***********4c*************4ej*i*4c)*4(4c4c*4c***4(4c4c*4c4e4e*i|c4c4e4c4(4c4e4E^4E4c4c4i4c4c
S i I IMBER 5
>ULE EN3 M) VARQ16
I 04/27/ ?4 PAGE il




5 . 2 vai'.jL')















I X - D E G












































J. 00 17.035431 3.33 5349
I
-* ********-*#*£***£ * f:<:**^*T^*******^
STEP rl'JMBt
VA! E ENT VAi - \ ,
VAf 1 ABlrErS INCLMi • " I ' 5 1 i )VE
DEGI EES 01 DOM 2
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kR012 0.0723
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DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION ANALYSIS OF
CONCEPT •'AUTHORITY"
DISCRIMNAI i » UNC I i -tS Ml- CONCEPT' AUTHORITY 1 04/27/74 PAGE
FILE StMANTIC ICREATICI LATE = 04/2//74)
SUBFILE USOPf Th, ATHAIMCO
DIFFERENTIAL
F LtVLL tCR 1NCLUSICN
CI NTROL VALUES:1111111111111
GROUP variable g
C.OlUU F LEVEL FOR DELETION
Llllllllll
0.0050 TOLERANCE LEVEL 0,0001
* # s{c * a{c * * $ $ * # * $ * $ * a|; * <C# * * * t :*- * * * * * # * # >! • * * <4 3«c sje aCc ^c ^c ^. ^^Xc^t^aCca^^caCc^jec^^^ssii^EaCe^aie^caSc^^^^sge^^c^^^aecaOesge^aeB^c 4c 4e aflc afle afic J^e sQc aQe sje sCe # sQe 4e aje 4e sCe afie 4c <e sCc 4e 3«c <e -<c 4e Xe ^ 4^ 4c * ^b <c sQc sfle aQc <e 4c <e
STEP i\UKBEH
VARIABLE i f^uT iMLLl-ti /hi 1 RE F^S HO ENTER
























































VARIABLES NO! INCLUUEL AND The F"S TO ENTER













\l AR 1 1
V4R 113
v - R 15 5
0.4877)






















































3. CO o4. 171204 0.288889




VARIABLES INCLUDED AND l"HE F«S TL REMOVE
LEGREtS CF FREEDOM 2 90
VAR114 46.9229 VAR145 6.5792
VARIABLES NlT INCLUDED AND T ht F'S TO ENTEF
DEGREES CF FREFLOI 2 89
VARiCO 0.0153 VAR1C1 0.3796 VAR102 0.6097 VAR103 1.2581 VAR1C4 1.0682 VAR111 0.3044
VAH112 0.4516 VAR11.3 O.Sb73 VAR11D 0.5025 VAR122 1.5086 VAR123 0.0244 VAR124 0.7841
VAR123 1.7838 VAR126 G.44Q7 VAR144 0.1469 VAR146 0.0652 VAR147 6.8466 VAR148 6.8893
VAR155 1.6013 VARli 0.3701 VaR15/ 4.245b VAR158 i>.5556 VAR159 7.3106
U-STATIS1IC 0.4096J DEGREES OF FREEDOM 2 2 91
/FPkdXiMATE E 25.3u965 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 4 180.00





3. CO 32.241745 8.4480L0
STEP NUMBER 3
VARiAetE EMtRtD VAP159
VARIABLES INCLUDtO AND THE F'S TO REMOVE
DEGREES EJF FREEDOM 2 89
VAR114 ^C.L301 VAR1h5 8.1^23 VAR159 7.31G6
VARIAbLES NOT INCLUDED ANL THE F'S TO ENTER
LEGREES—ep-f REEDOM 2 8 8
VAF.100 0.6439 yiARlGI Q.8536 V*R102 0.0133 VAR103 1.2608 VAR104 0.5156 VAR111 1.0287
VAR112 0.2515 VAkIij 2.0hJ4 VAR115 0.6706 VAR122 0.6165 VAR123 0.0028 VAR124 0.2334
VAR125 1.2127 VARi^6 0.0205 VAR144 0.0994 VAR146 1.1100 VAR147 5.9531 VAR 148 4.9224
UISLMMNAM EUhl£XtON A&AJJt&IS OF LCMCLPT ! AUTHOR I TY !




















3.00 29. 511686 5.958583
< ********* ***X *** ***** ** *»**##»##»»#*#»** * *********************** **************** ***************************************
4STEP MMQtR
V AR I ABLE ENTE RED VAR147





VAR114 12.07J1 S/&R145 7.5200 VAR147 5.9531 VAR159
VARIABLES NOT INCLUDED AND THE MS TO ENTER



































































UliChlMNAM FUNCTION Aj\aLYSj:> 0J= CONCEPT
•
AUTHOR I T Y • 04/27/74 PAGE 11
VAK1 14
, IwCLUObO






VA^147 5./080 VAR157 3.ZZ99 VAR159
VARIABLES NOT INCLUDED AN-C THE EJ-S 10 ENXEB
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VARIABLES INCLUDED ANC THE F"5 TC REMOVE
10'
CEG^EES CF FF<LtDOM
VAR113 2.3952 VARlJ^i 14.2532
86
VAR145
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OISCKII'INANT EUNCTIQftl ANALYSIS uf- CONCEPT • A uTHGRi TY« 04/27/74 PAGE 12
GRCUP
2.CC 19.075t>84
.00 19.970612 4. 769670
*************************: v >.~ *********************************^
STEP KLI^E^ 7
VAMALlt ENTERED VAhlV.
VARIABLES INCLUDES AU L THt Mb 7C REMOVE





VA* 1 1<# 14,0114 VAF145 4.2886 VAR146 2.1^54 VAR147 6.4199 VAR157
VARIABLES UoT INCLUDED AND THt MS TO ENTcR













































3.00 16.362793 4.1 39994
***********#******$***$*;£**#*****£*****##* *^
8STEP r>LM8ER
VARIABLE ENTERED VAh 148
VARIABLES INCLUOEu AND THL F'S TO REMOVE
DEGREES CF FRELDGM 2 84
VARU3 2.0786 VAK114 14.6495 VAR149 4.5083 VAR146 "5.6233 VAR147 2.3933 VAR148 2.8422
10'
D1SCR1MNAM EUNCTIQN ANAlYoIb OI= CONCEPT • AUTHOR IT Y
•
VAR157 3.6258 VARlt9 8.0134
04/2 7/74 PAGE 13
VARIABLES NOT INCLUDED ANC THE F - S TO ENTER
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VARIABLES INCLUOhLJ ANL THE MS TC REMOVE











VARIABLES NOT I.\CLUDED AND I HE MS TO ENTER
DEGREES CF FREECCM 62
VAR100 0.4212















































DISCRIMINANT FUNL7Ili\ ANALYSIS Q£ LONG EPT • AUTHOR I TY ! 04/27/74 PAGE 14
2. CO 14.891406
?.C0 15.831928 3 . 1 6 7 2 r, 8
$* ********* ************* ************************************************************* ****************^
NLMBfcK H
VARIABLE ENTERED VAR155

















VAUAbLES f^T INCLUDED ANC THE F'S TU ENTER












8. it /96£PPRCXIMATt F






































3. CO 14.332603 2.933391





VARIABLES INCLUDED ANC THt P f 5 TC REMOVE











VARIABLES NOT INCLUDED ANC THE F*5 TO ENTFk
























F MATRIX - DEGREES CF FREI





























d.GO 13.048801 *.. 916016





VARIABLES INCLUDED AND THE MS iC REMOVE




























VARIABLES NOT INCLUDED AND THE F'S TO ENTER















































3.00 1 1.857895 3.164626
DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION j Hi CjNCEPT' AUTHORITY 1 04/27/74 PAGE 16
—* *»* * *-»-** 4 * * 4 ** -; ****^******+*** ********* ****************************** ***************** ft****************************
STtP NUMBER 13
VARMbLt ENTERED ^AR104
VARIABLES INCLUDED AMD ME h ! S 1 REMOVE
DECREES CF FREEC 2 79
VA R10 1 1. 9 4 VAK1C3 3,6892 VAR104 1.5629 VAR11J 1.8302 VAR114 16.2212 VAR145 2.6424
VAK146 3.6492 VAR147 2.4144 VAR148 2.1662 VAR155 1.5553 VAR157 2.1626 VAR158 2.8096
VAR159 6. 2692
VARIABLES NO! INCLUDED ANC THE F - S TC ENTJ
,,RLc S-CF FREfc l 2 78
VA\1C0 U.**5*.4 VARI'j, 0.2302 V/iRlll 0.373c VAR112 0.2340 VAR115 0.6870 VAR122 0.3197
VMKili Q.26Q vAR124 0.0039 VAR125 0.7564 VAR12fc 0.2096 VAR144 0.6944 VAR156 0.2735
U-STATISTIC 0.20083 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 13 2 91
APPROXIMATE F 7.48340 DEGREES OE FREEDOM 26 158.00






******** *****.********* **:A ***;.:** * *********** * ******** * * ******** ***** * *** * ** **********************************************
STEP NLKLJEP 14
VARIAPLE ENTERED VARlz5
VARIANTS INCLUDED AND THE F'S TO REMOVE
DEGREES CF FREEDOM 2 78
VAK101 2.03o3 \j^l 3.3312 VAR104 1.3889 VAR113 1.6286 VAR114 14.6031 VAR125 0.7564
VAR14S 2.4703 VAK14C 3.5137 VAR147 2.2765 VAR148 1.7968 VAk155 1.4739 VAR157 2.1644
VAR158 J.uW3 VAR159 5.9910
VARIAiJLtS NOT INCLUDED AND THE F f S TO ENTER
DEGPEES-eF-f-KEtuOM 2 77
VAR100 0.5370 VAR1Q2 0.342u VARlli 0.3023 VAR112 C.3881 VAR113 0.6782 VAR122 0.1707
VARI23 0,1373 VAR124 0.0562 VAP126 0.6050 VAR144 0.8265 VAR156 0.2615
U-STATJS11C 0.19701 DFGREES Q£ FREEDuM 14 2 91
APPRCXIMATb t 6.S809U DEGREES OF FREEDOM 26 156.00
~F-*A-TR4-X LtGRt£-S-^f—FREEDOM- 14 78







3 • C 10.172 79* 1.8**365
STEP NUMBER ffj
VARIABLE ENTERED VARli*
VARIABLE j INCLUDED AND THE F'S TG REMOVE

















VAtflAblfcS NOT INCLUUED ANL TEt f «S TO ENTER
DEGREES O FREEDOM 2 76
VAR100
VARL23






























3. CO 9.*5*9*5 2.631227
STEP NUMBER 16
VAR1AELE ENTERED VAR115
VARIABLES INCLUDED AND THE F f S TG REMOVE
DEGREES CF FREEUCM 2 76
&
CISCRiMkAM fUNCTI ^ALYSIS OF CONCEPT
•










_~ VAR155 2.1304 VAR157 2 VAP15
















6 . i 6 6
DEGREES CF FREEDOM
DEGREf 5 CF FREEUU,*i







































#$*#£#**$*$ £*$$*s> **#££$*,.$* ^aC^c^a^^^aJcaCca^jftc^taCc^caCcaic a^^ra^:^ sCc^sfr^: a«c3C« afr^c^ s^aCc^iaScs^^caSc^c^ajc a^ aCaficaSc^^cs^Xc*^ ^>!c >;c^^c3^X« a^cafica^aCc secaficaOea^^s^c^c^es^aOca^^cX^^c^cjOc aftca^caflcaCc aec^^c^r^c^cXcsCcXc^sCc^c^caflc^eesOe
STEP NUMBER 17
VARIAhLE ENTEREL VAR 100
VARIABLES INCLUDED AND ME F'S TO REMOVE




































VARIABLES NOT INCLUDED AND THE F«S TO ENTER











VAR112 0.2466 VAR122 0.0234 VAR123 0.0188 VAR124 0.2014
0. I8fc33
5.801 i
F MATRIX - DEGREES t'F FREEDOM
DEGREES GF FREEDOM 17 2 91




























































































4*** ******* ****** 4********************************************^
STEP NUMBER 19
VARIABLE ENTERED VAR156
VARIABLES INCLUDED AND THE F f S TO REMOVE










































DISCkLTjAIU FUKlTIGN VLSJL5 OF C J,\iCEP 1 ! AUTHOR I TY ! 04/27/74 PAGE 20
VARIABLE L THE F J S Ti, ENTER
DEGREES CE F \\ I DOM 2 72
TORTU2 O.Uoj VAM11 0*0953 VARU2 0.1751 VAR122 0*1212 VAR123 0.1201 VAR124 0.2136
U-STAT1S1IC 0, 16164 D.EGH.EES br EftEEDQ-M 19 2 91
/PPROXIMATE F 5.1723* DEGREES OF FREEDOM 38 1*6.00








VARIABLES INCLUDED ANC THE F f S TO REMOVE
LEGREES CF FREEDOM 2 72
VAR100 0.c49G VAkIOI 2.4191 VAR102 0.4163 VAR103 2.1612 VAR1C4. 2.2715 VAR113 1.1945
VAR114 11.4282 VAR115 0.^327 VAR125 1.3681 VAR126 0.572* VAR144 0.9379 VAP145 2.7371
VARi*6 3.1392 VAiU47 1.6339 VAR148 2.0106 VAR155 1.9625 VAR156 0.4203 VAR157 2.4759
VAR158 2.9322 VAR159 4.'*216
VARIABLE'S NOT IftCLUDtU ATO THE F f S TO ENTER
DEGREES LE FRfctDuM 2 71
VaRUI 0.0689 VAR112 0.1649 VAR122 0.U60U VAR123 G.0864 VAR124 0.2853
U-STATISTU 0.17950 DEbP t t S-^F-FREEDUM nO -£- 91
/3PPRUXIMATE F 4.e'J55o DEGREES CF FREEDOM 40 144.00











VARIABLES INCLUDED AnL FH-t E - 5 7 C REMO^t




V -A rl 1 i> 7
B7ff52"B
lu.d25u





































VA«iAi*LfcS NUT INGLULED AnO ] Ht fS T9- ENTER






















3. GO 6.593765 2.014485
STEP NLM6ER 23
VARIABLE tfvTERED VAR122
VARIABTBS INCLUDED AND TIM. F • S TC REMOVE
DEGREES CF FREEDI 2 70
vARICO G.J54^ VAR1G1 2.2494 VAR102 0.3774 VAR103 2.C894 VAR1G4 2.1422 VAR113 1.1732
VAR114 L0.9822 VAR115 0.5232 VAR122 0.2976 VAR124 0.5212 VAR125 1.5835 VAR126 0.7995
VAR144 0.8'd30 VARIES 2.b012 VAR146 2.3567 VAR147 1.5580 VAR14& 1.9394 VAR155 1.8038
VAK156 0.3902 YAR157 2.2623 VAR158 2.5669 VAR159 4.7432
VARiAbLES TOT INCLUDE!: AND fhE F'S TO ENTER
DEGREES CE I riM 2 69
H
DISlkIMNANT EUiSlCTIQM a.'valYSIS OF CCUL lPT • AUTHOR I T Y #


























VARIABLES INCLUDED ANC THE F f S TO REMOVE

















































NGT INCLUDED <WQ THE F'S TO ENTER






























;LUDCD frN-G 'hi P*-5 TC REMOVE









































VAHiAbLES NOT lK.LUGtL Hi' I Ht
CEGRlES CF FBI EDOM




. 16 2 5
CU I <446
3.95003


















VARIABLES INCLUDED ANC Th>2 F'S TC REMOVE












































































DISCRIMNANT FUNCTION ANALYSIS OF CONCEP I • AUTHOR I TY 04/27/74 PAGE 24
2.CC 5.623^<t0
• CO 5.340939 1.6Jio52
f LfcVEL INSUFFICIENT FOP I LRTHER COMMUTATION
********** DISCRIMINANT SCORES »»*»*»****
GRCUP VARIABLE GhP
1.00 1.00 3. GO
VARIABLE
VAUOC -0.823916 -0.525763 -1.185719
VAR101 1.8&9021 1.088253 2.108188
VA^lu2 2.710027 2.922114 3.201746
VARIOj -1.745637 -1.229555 -2.053634
VAU04 -1.018627 -1.931704 -1.250940
VA'Ull -0. €96804 -0.557613 -0.393836
VAR112 -0.322623 0.151640 -0.204212
VA'U13 0.5^5173 -0.178125 -0.280722
VA.U14 1.9<t831t 5.016011 4.107764
VA.U1S 2.356700 2.508667 2.212519
VAR122 1.327833 1.834107 1.7^8741
VAR123 1.378958 1.425179 L. 687079
VAR124 0.375938 -0.420754 -0.462424
VARL25 1.315349 2.399885 2.103784
VAR12o -1.306042 -2.021761 -2.131910
VAR144 -0.667573 0.167322 -0.296278
VAR145 0.683713 -0.796207 0.183982
VA<i4u 0.955883 -0.473424 -0.759887
VA^IW 1.930120 2.313911 2.949851
VA:U48 -0.587224 0.402225 0.830268
VAR155 0.626948 -0.338044 0.254296
VA-U5o -0.529608 -0.353790 -0.704553
VAR157 1.803775 1.226985 2.325978
VAR158 -0..069237 1.393407 0.924464
VAR159 1.005156 2.920574 3.130985
CONSTANT -36.272018 -52.731476 -58.541794
********** uISCRIMIj\AN F FUNCT IONS **********
GRCUPS l.OOt 2.00,






















































































































































































D1SCRI MLNAN3 EUfculIXON n i Y S IS OF CONCEPT • AUTHOR
i
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DISCRIMNAM FUNCTION AfW\LYSiS OF CONCEPT ! AUTHOR I TY • 04/27/ 74 PAGE 21
SUMMARY TAbLt
STEP VARIABIF E VALUE T NUMQEk CF U-STATISTIC
NUiv e; I^TEREC REMOVED tNTER OR KEMJvE VARIABLES INCLUDED
1 V£<Ul4 47.7894 1 0.4877
2 VA.^IVj 6.5792 2 0.4096
3 VA r<159 7.3106 3 0.35 Id
4 VAMW 5.9531 4 0.3099
d VAK157 3.229'V 5 0.28J5
o VA^113 2.->952 6 0.2733
7 VAn4b 2.1354 7 0.2632
6 VA*i48 2.8422 8 0.2437
9 VAR158 1.3495 9 0.2360
10 VAhl55 1.5165 10 0.2276
11 VAR103 1.18i<I 11 0.2212
12 VAH101 2.350^ 12 0.2069
13 VARICh 1.53<> 13 0.2008
14 VAfU25 0*7564 14 0.1970
15 VA«U44 0.6265 15 0.1929
lo VAkH5 0.7067 16 0.1893
17 VA^lOO 0.6060 17 0.1863
16 VAR126 0.5205 18 0.1837
19 VAK156 0.4239 19 0.1816
20 VAK102 0.4163 20 0.1796
21 VAk-U4 0.2053 21 0.1781
22 VAR122 0.2976 22 0.1766
23 VA'U12 0.2068 23 0.1756
24 VAKlll 0.2171 24 0.1745
25 V^1.3 0.1625 25 0.1736






i"» ««Err A k
